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Abstract
We propose a new framework for studying value alignment problems, Cooperative Reinforcement Learning (CRL), which improves upon existing frameworks by relaxing assumptions about full introspective access to the human’s reward function. A CRL game is a cooperative, partial-information game with two agents, human and robot; both are rewarded
according to a reward function unknown to both, and only the human observes the rewards.
We show that solving CRL problems can be reduced to solving a POMDP, then propose
general CRL game solvers. We demonstrate that our solutions to the CRL problems allow
the robot to outperform non-intervention in cases where the human is suboptimal, even when
the robot receives no reward signal. In doing so, our solutions learn behaviors such as helping
an underexploring human explore or accounting for noise in the human policy.
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Introduction

Autonomous agents are becoming more capable of optimizing the reward functions given to
them in a wide variety of domains, from Go [1] to translation [2]. However, specifying reward
functions so that we get what we want can be difficult, and misstating our objectives can lead
to disaster, especially as these agents become increasingly good at optimizing for their given
rewards. For example, Amodei et al. [3] give the example of a domestic robot rewarded for
moving a box; when deployed, this robot knocks over a vase that happens to be in its way. This
problem is that of value alignment - getting an autonomous agent to optimize for what we care
about. A solution to this problem will both have short term implications for the design of usable
AI systems such as autonomous vehicles and robotic assistants, as well as long term implications
for powerful AI and its relationship to humanity [4].
The field of Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [5, 10] seeks to solve a related problem:
given a set of behaviors undertaken by an agent, deduce the reward signal that the agent was
trying to maximize. We can hope that applying solutions to the IRL problem to humans will
allow robots to learn an appropriately robust objective function. In cases where we can demonstrate the desired behavior directly, we can use imitation learning to train a robot policy to
perform well [7], though this approach does not scale to achieving better-than-human behavior.
Unfortunately, existing IRL algorithms tend to require the assumption that the human behavior
is near optimal at optimizing for the human’s utility function. This is undesirable in two ways.
First, this precludes a variety of useful teaching behaviors. For example, when teaching a robot
to drive a car, watching a human drive is an inefficient way to learn how to drive. The human
should perhaps deliberately demonstrate how each of the controls affects the car’s behavior and
what to do during a hurricane alert; the robot should perhaps try driving slowly and ask for
human feedback. Though none of this behavior can be naturally phrased in the IRL framework,
∗
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the Cooperative Inverse Reinforcement Learning (CIRL) framework [8] is able to capture these
behaviors.
However, both the traditional IRL and CIRL frameworks fail to naturally capture another
important part of the human-robot interaction - namely, that the human does not necessarily
know their reward function ahead of time, a point well emphasized by the literature on human
decision making [9]. This motivates us to propose a new framework for discussing human-robot
interaction and value alignment problems.

1.1

Our Contribution

We propose a novel framework for discussing human-robot interaction and value alignment problems - Cooperative Reinforcement Learning (CRL) - where the human is not considered to have
introspective access to their reward function. In addition, we propose several algorithms for
solving the robot’s part of the problem for problems in the framework, and reduce a general
version of the problem to a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). We then
propose several solution methods for solving CRL games from the robot’s perspective. Finally,
we use one of our solution methods to study the robot policies in a simple human-robot interaction games. Our learned policies demonstrate interesting behavior such as querying the
human in addition to outperforming non-intervention for sub-optimal human policies despite
never observing the reward signal.

2

Prior Work

In addition to the cooperative inverse reinforcement learning (CIRL) framework which this model
extends, the model proposed in this paper is related to a wide variety of existing work, which
we can divide into several categories: inverse reinforcement learning, reinforcement learning via
human preference elicitation, and principal agent models and mechanism design.
Inverse Reinforcement Learning Algorithms for inverse reinforcement learning, or IRL,
seek to infer the reward function of the behavior of an agent, which is assumed to be (approximately) optimal [10, 6]. Of particular interest is the wide variety of expert policies assumed
in the literature, from the optimal expected reward-maximizing behavior [10, 6] to ”Boltzman
rational”, where actions are selected proportionally to the exponent of their value [11, 12]. In
addition, several algorithms for IRL also place a prior on reward functions, either directly [11]
or indirectly [12]. However, the IRL algorithms known to the author all assume that the agent
has (at least approximate) introspective access to their reward function, which may not be the
case for humans exploring novel domains. Our framework naturally accounts for this situation.
Reinforcement Learning via Preference Elicitation Another related area of research
is reinforcement learning from human ratings or rankings, on which a substantial amount of
work has been done [13, 14, 15, 16]. Of particular interest is Christiano et al.’s work extending
existing approaches to modern problems in deep reinforcement learning [17]. In their work,
they elicit preferences from humans in terms of comparisons between two agent trajectories, and
demonstrate that the results of these comparisons can be used to train neural network policies
to accomplish complicated tasks. This can be seen as an instance of our framework where the
human actions consist of choices between two trajectories.
Principal-Agent Models and Mechanism Design Of course, the problem of value alignment is not unique to artificial agents. Principal-agent problems in business and economics []
can be seen as the human analogue of value-alignment. More generally, the field of mechanism
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design studies the problem of creating incentives to align interests of different agents and improve welfare.
However, as Hadfield-Menell et al note, there exist significant distinctions between the models
studied in principal-agent or mechanism design problems, and the task of value alignment [8].
Notably, unlike in the case of human agents with different pre-existing desires, there need not
be an intrinsic value mismatch between the goals of an artificial intelligence and the goals of
its designers [4]. The task of value alignment is not so much to subordinate autonomous agents
with arbitrary goals to human interests, but to build agents who share our goals.
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Cooperative Reinforcement Learning

A Cooperative Reinforcement Learning (CRL) game is a two-player Markov game with identical
payoffs between a human H and a robot R. The game is described by a tuple
M = hS, {AH , AR }, T (·|·, ·, ·), {Θ, R(·, ·, ·; ·, ·)}, P0 (·, ·), γi,
where:
• S is a set of world states: s ∈ S.
• AH is a set of actions for H: aH ∈ AH .
• AR is a set of actions for R: aR ∈ AR .
• T (·|·, ·, ·) is a conditional distribution on the next world state, given previous state and
action for both agents: T (s0 |s, aH , aR ).
• Θ is a set of possible static reward parameters, observed by neither H nor R.
• R(·, ·, ·; ·) is a parameterized reward function (possibly stochastic) that maps world states,
joint actions, and reward parameters to real numbers. R : S × AH × AR × Θ → R.
• P0 (·, ·) is a distribution over the initial state, represented as tuples: P0 (s0 , θ)
• γ is a discount factor: γ ∈ [0, 1].
As before, the structure of the game is known to both H and R. At the beginning of the game,
a tuple (s0 , θ) ∈ S × Θ is sampled from P0 . Unlike the CIRL game, in the CRL game H is not
aware of the reward parameters. After both H and R observe the current state st and their actions aH , aR , both actors receive reward Rt = R(st , aH , aR ; θ) and observe each other’s actions.
In addition, H observes Rt . Finally, a state st+1 is sampled from the transition distribution
T (s0 |s, aH , aR ), and the process repeats.
The objects of interest in this formulation are the policies π H and π R
poli . In general, these
∗
cies can be arbitrary functions of their observation histories: π H : AH × AR × S → AH ,

∗
π R : AH × AR × S → AR . We would like to find a policies that maximize the expected sum
of discounted rewards under the initial distribution P0 of reward parameters and world states.
Note that this formulation is extremely broad: for example, it can capture games where the
human and robot act sequentially. The main difference between a CRL game and a CIRL game
[8] is that H does not necessarily the true value of the reward parameters when |θ| > 1, but
instead must learn the reward function through experience, perhaps using methods from the
reinforcement-learning literature such as Sarsa or Q-learning. CIRL games can also be thought
of as special cases of CRL games where the first reward signal to the human consists of a
specification of θ.

3.1

Examples

We offer several examples of CRL games, which illustrate some interesting properties of the
CRL framework.
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(a) The tea or coffee game

(b) The collaborative bandit game

Figure 1: The basic structure of the tea or coffee game and its generalization, the
collaborative bandit game. Square nodes indicate choice nodes for the human H or
the robot R. In each round of the tea or coffee game, the robot R can either choose
to make tea (t) or coffee (c), or it can defer the choice to the human H. In each unit
of the collaborative bandit game, the R can either choose to pull one of the K arms
in the bandit, or defer the choice of arm to the human R. The choices are made
repeatedly over some number of rounds, and the task is to maximize the expected
sum of discounted rewards.
Example 1 (Tea or Coffee) At the start of every day, the human H would like to consume
a single caffeinated beverage, either coffee or tea. Before the human wakes up, the robot can
prepare one of the two caffeinated beverages or choose not to, if the robot does not, then the
human will prepare one of the two beverages. The human has an unknown but fixed preference
toward either coffee or tea, represented by Θ = {0, 1}. The human and the robot share a uniform prior over Θ. The human gets θ reward for consuming tea and 1 − θ reward for consuming
coffee, which she will observe after consuming either the tea or coffee. In addition, the act of
preparing coffee or tea costs the human  = 0.1 points of reward, but if the tea or coffee was
already prepared by the robot R, then no such penalty is incurred.
If the human knew the true value of θ in the above example, then she can maximize reward by preparing tea when θ = 1 and coffee when θ = 0. The best policy for the robot would
then be wait one day to see what beverage the human chooses, then make that beverage every
day after that.
However, if the robot performs this policy when the human does not know the true value of
θ a priori, then this policy will lead to an expected reward of 0.5 a day, lower than the 0.9 that
the human can achieve if the robot always takes no action. Instead, the optimal policy for the
robot would be to perpare a drink for a human - to help the human to learn the value of θ - and
then let the human prepare a drink so the human can signal the value to the robot. This policy
has expected reward 1 a day for each day after the second.
Interestingly, R can help H perform better even if the cost  of making beverages for the human
is 0, if H is not following the optimal (reward-maximizing) policy, as the following example
demonstrates:
Example 2 (Underexploring Tea or Coffee). Suppose that the human and robot are playing
the game from example 1 except that the cost of making beverages for the human  = 0, and
that the human H is a Q-learner with initial value −1 and discount factor λ < 1 that follows
a greedy policy for choosing tea or coffee. That is, after taking H makes tea with probability
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1 if H’s Q-value for tea is higher, and vice versa in the case where her Q-value for coffee is
higher (in the case where her Q-values are equal, she chooses one at random). No matter what
beverage she samples randomly in the first timestep, she will end up always make that beverage
afterwards - so half the time her average reward per episode is 0! However, if the R makes both
beverages, H will ”learn” which beverage she likes better, and thus have average reward per
episode approaching 1.
Remark 1. Both of the examples above are quite unrealistic, but they illustrate key points
about the formulation: that the optimal policy when interacting with a human without perfect
knowledge about their own preferences can different from one where the human has perfect knowledge about preferences, and that the optimal policy of the robot depends on our model of human
behavior.
Notice that the environment above is essentially a collaborative multi-armed bandit problem.
This motivates the following example, which generalizes the environment:
Example 3 (Collaborative Bandits) The human H and the robot R are playing a multi-armed
bandit with K arms. The distribution over the parameter space Θ of the bandit is known to
both H and the R, as is the reward distribution rk (θ) given the parameters of the Bandit θ and
that the k th arm is pulled, though neither know the exact value of θ at the start of the game.
We suppose that at each timestep, the robot first takes an action choose either to pull one of
the arms or to allow the human the choose an arm to pull. If the robot allows the human to
pull the arm, then it observes which of the arms the human chose, otherwise, it does not. To
incentivize the robot to act, there is a small cost  ≥ 0 to querying the human.
We note that this example is extremely general, and can be seen as including problems such as
helping a customer order dishes at a restaurant, assisting a office worker in learning a new piece
of software, and collaborating with a human controller in choosing routes for an autonomous
vehicle.

3.2

Reduction to POMDP

As in the CIRL case, we can consider the problem from both the human and the robot’s perspectives [8], which allows us to reduce the problem to a general decentralized POMDP (DecPOMDP)[18]. (Note that the reduction proposed used to reduce CIRL games to a coordinationPOMDP does not work, as the robot must maintain a belief state over the human’s belief state
over the rewards.) However, as solving Dec-POMDPs is a NEXP-hard problem [18], studying
the optimal policies in this setting would require a doubly-exponential time algorithm. Instead,
we can choose to restrict our attention to human policies with fixed memory:
Theorem 1. Let M be a CRL game. If we restrict the space of human policies π H to those
the form π H : S × AR × AH × Φ × img(R) → AH × Φ, where Φ represents the internal memory
of the human, and with initial memory distribution P1 (·), then we can reduce the CRL game
to a (single-actor) POMDP MC of with state space SC of size |S| · |Θ| · |Φ|, such that for any
policy pair in M , there is a policy in MC that achieves the same sum of discounted rewards.
Likewise, for any policy in MC , there exists a pair of policies in M that achieves the same sum
of discounted rewards.
Proof. Let MC be the POMDP where the single actor is a coordinator C, where states are tuples
of world state, reward parameters, and H ’s internal memory: (s, θ, φ) ∈ SC = S × Θ × Φ. The
first two components of the initial state tuple are sampled from P0 , while H’s internal memory
is sampled from P1 . C’s actions are tuples (δ H , aR ), where δ H is a decision rule for H that maps
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its internal state (φ) and most recently observed reward to an action and internal state update:
δ H : Φ × R → AH × Φ and aR is an action for R. As in M , observations for C in MC consist
of tuples of world state and human and robot actions: (s, aH , aR ) ∈ S × AH × AR . Transitions
in MC correspond to transitions and updates of H’s belief state in M after H takes action (and
updates their belief state according to) δ H (Φ) and R takes action aR .
Note that R has no private observation, and so for any policy π R R could choose to follow, C
can match it by simulating π R and outputting the corresponding action. Similarly, for any policy
π H that H can implement, C can match it by simulating π H and outputting a representation
of the decision rule implemented by π H . To see that there is a C policy that can reproduce the
behavior of any π H , we can simply choose the decision rule:
δ H (φ, r) = π H (s, aH , aR , r, φ)
to produce the same behavior.
Likewise, since C only observes common observations, any coordinator strategy can be implemented by H and R each simulating C and directly executing the appropriate decision rules
and actions.
t

t

Remark 1. Though in general the size of Φ may be very large (up to |AH | ·|AR | , the number
of possible histories of robot and human actions, for a game with t timesteps), in practice it
may be appropriate to assume that the amount of memory available to a human (and thus the
state space of the POMDP) will be much smaller than this.
Corollary 1. Let M be a CIRL game. Then if we restrict the space of human policies to
∗
∗
the form in theorem 1, there exists optimal policies (π H , π R ) that depend only on the current
state, last actions, last observed reward, and R’s beliefs:
∗

π H : S × AH × AR × img(R) × Φ → AH × Φ,

∗

π R : S × ∆θ × ∆φ → AR .

Proof. The optimal policy in a POMDP depends only on the belief state [19]. As C’s belief state
in MC is uniquely determined by R’s belief state over Θ × Φ, the corollary follows immediately
from theorem 1.
In practice, it is more interesting to consider the problem solely from the perspective of the
robot given fixed policies from human (or a distribution over a fixed set of policies), as in [8],
as it would be unrealistic to model the human as optimally coordinating with an optimal robot
to maximize their reward. This allows us to construct a natural reduction to a POMDP with a
much smaller action space:
Theorem 2. For a given CRL game M with a fixed human policy π H : S × AH × AR ×
img(R) × Φ → AH × Φ and initial human state φ sampled from P1 (·) (both of which are known
to R), the task of finding the optimal robot policy can be reduced to solving a POMDP MR
with state space of size |S| · |Θ| · |Φ| and action space AR such that for each robot policy in M ,
there exists a policy in MR that achieves an equal sum of discounted rewards, and vice versa.
Proof. Let MR be the POMDP with the single actor R, where states are tuples of world state,
H’s last observed reward, and R’s internal memory: (s, θ, φ) ∈ SR = S × Θ × Φ. As before,
first two component of the initial state tuple is sampled from P0 , while the second component
is sampled from P1 .The action space in MR is simply AR , while the transitions in MR simply
correspond to transitions in M after H takes the action and performs the belief updates determined by π H (s, aH , aR , R(s, aH , aR ; Θ), φ) and R takes the action aR .
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Note that since R has the same observations in either M or MR , R can simply use the same
policy in either environment. As the H’s decision rule and update behavior is fixed, the M and
MR have the same human state updates and transitions. So the POMDP MR is a reduction of
the problem faced by R in M when the human policy is fixed and known.

4

CRL Solvers

We propose several solvers for the CRL problem from the perspective of a robot, when the
human policy is known1 .
POMDP Solvers As the task from the perspective of the robot can be reduced to solving a
POMDP, we can solve CRL games by performing this reduction and then applying a POMDP
solver. We used a modified version of Silver and Veness’s Partially Observable Monte-Carlo
Planning (POMCP) to serve as a solver, as it is able achieve high performance on very large
state spaces and requires only a black box simulator. [20]. Our version of POMCP does not
receive and update on the reward signal, but is otherwise identical to the original version.
Feedforward Policy Network Alternatively, in cases where a sufficient statistic of the
robot’s belief state is easy to calculate, we can compute this statistic and use the sufficient
statistic and the world state as input to a feedforward neural network policy. The policy network can then be trained using gradient-based policy optimization methods such as Trust Region
Policy Optimization [21] and Proximal Policy Optimization [22]. We will employ this technique
even in cases where we do not have a sufficient statistic for the robot’s belief state, this technique
may still lead to good policies when we can compute a fairly informative statistic for the belief
state.
Recurrent Policy Network Instead of computing a sufficient statistic manually and feeding
this into a policy, we can instead train a recurrent policy that takes as input (s, aH , aR ) tuples
of observations and maintains its own state. We can also optimize this policy using the policyoptimization methods mentioned in the feedforward case [23]. This has the advantage of being
more general and working even in cases where no easily calculated sufficient statistic is available,
but makes the training of the network more difficult, as it must learn both to maintain a
representation of a belief state and how to act on this belief state.

5

Experiments

We consider two experimental domains: the proof-of-concept Tea or Coffee as in examples 1
and 2, and the general collaborative bandit environment of example 3. Unless otherwise noted,
all settings involve 15 rounds and have discount rate equal to 1. The penalty for querying the
human is 0.1 per round for Tea or Coffeeand 0 in the collaborative bandit environment.
Our environments were built in the OpenAI Gym and rllab frameworks [24, 25], and we implemented our neural network policies in Tensorflow [26]. Our recurrent policy was implemented
by a gated recurrent unit (GRU) network with 256 hidden states [27], while our feedforward
network with three hidden layers of 256, 256, and 32 hidden units respectively. For those policies, we used Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [22], with a batch size of 10000 for the proof
of concept environment and a batch size of 250000 for the collaborative bandit environment,
to estimate the policy gradient. We trained the policies using Adam [28]. Our input to the
feedforward policy network consisted of the number of each action (either to make a beverage
1

Code for these solvers, and our experiments are available at https://github.com/Chanlaw/crl
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or pull an arm) taken by the human, as well as the number of each action taken by the network.
For POMCP, we used 500 state particles for the Tea or Coffee problem and 2000 state particles
for the collaborative bandit problem.

5.1

Tea or Coffee Environment

In the Tea or Coffee domain, we consider the cases where the human is an (individually) optimal
agent, an underexploring agent, and a noisily-rational agent. We describe each in turn:
• The optimal human agent is an agent that both correctly identifies which drink is their
preferred drink after one observation, and there after only prepares their preferred drink.
• The underexploring agent starts with pessimistic estimates of the value of both the drinks,
and so will stick to whatever drink they first encounter unless they are forced to drink
both drinks once each.
• The noisily rational agent does identify which drink they prefer after one drink, but only
makes their preferred drink with 80% probability.
We implemented all three of these agents as ε-greedy agents [29]: the optimal agent can be
implemented as a greedy agent with initial drink values 0.5; the underexploring agent can be
implemented as a greedy agent with initial drink values −1; and the noisily rational agent is
implemented as a ε-greedy agent with initial drink values 0.5 and ε = 0.2.

5.2

Collaborative Bandit Environment

In the collaborative bandits domain, we considered Bernoulli multi-armed bandits with four
arms, where each arm issue a reward of one with probability θ and zero with probability 1 − θ.
In this case, we have that Θ = [0, 1]4 . In addition, we suppose that the reward probabilities for
the four arms are distributed independently and uniformly in [0, 1].
Note that this setup allows for more efficient inference, as the posterior for reward parameter
θk for an arm is simply the Beta distribution β(s, f ), where s is the number of times the reward
was one for that arm plus one, and f is equal to the number of times the reward was zero for
that arm plus one [30]. This allows us to consider a wider variety of human agents. In addition,
we were able to explicitly compute the value of this fifteen-timestep bandit problem under the
optimal policy using labelled real-time dynamic programming [31]: 10.25.
We also consider several different human policies: an ε-greedy agent with ε = 0.1, a win-staylose-shift agent, a Knowledge Gradient agent, a Thompson-Sampling agent, and a Gittins-Index
Policy:
• The ε-greedy agent maintains the empirical means of rewards from each of the arms, and
chooses the arm with highest reward with probability 1 − ε and a random arm with
probability ε.
• The win-stay-lose-shift (WSLS) agent pulls the same arm as the one pulled last round if
the arm returned reward one and chooses another arm randomly otherwise.
• The Knowledge Gradient (KG) agent computes the ”knowledge gradient” vkKG for each
arm, defined to be the difference in the expected per-timestep reward of the greedy
policy one in the following timestep, given the agent pulls arm k. It then chooses the
action that maximizes the value
E[θk ] + (T − t − 1)vkKG
where (T − t − 1) represents the number of timesteps remaining. We can think of this
agent as choosing the arm that will lead to the highest expected rewards, given the
(faulty) assumption the agent follows a greedy policy starting from the next round.
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• The Thompson-Sampling (TS) agent [32] samples a parameter from the posterior distribution for each of the four arms, and chooses the arm with the highest associated reward
parameter.
• The Gittins Index (GI) policy [33] computes the Gittins Indices for each of the arms with
some discount rate, then chooses the arm with the highest index. This method has been
shown to give the Bayes-optimal solution in the discounted infinite-horizon case. We
follow the approximations described by Chakravorty and Mahajan in [34], and choose a
discount rate that performs best empirically.

5.3

Results

We are explored three questions: Can our solution methods learn sensible policies in the Tea
or Coffee environment? Can these methods offer good solutions in the Collaborative Bandit
Environment? And to what extent are the solutions robust to different models of the human?
Both POMCP and our recurrent policy network were able to solve the Tea or Coffee problem without much trouble in all three cases, achieving near-optimal results. Interestingly, we
were not able to get the feedforward policy to adequately solve the problem. The policies found
by POMCP and through policy optimization with a recurrent policy were similar, and some
interesting examples are offered and discussed in figure 2. Notably, the response to each of the
human human seems to involve performing some initial exploration for the human, allowing the
human to reveal their preferences, and then always making the human’s preferred drink. For
the optimal policy, the robot performs one round of exploration and one round of preference
elicitation; for the underexploring policy, the robot performs two rounds of exploration and one
round of elicitation instead; and for the nosily rational human policy, the robot performs one
round of exploration and two or more rounds of elicitation.
For the collaborative Bandit environment, we were not able to achieve good results with
POMCP, perhaps due to the much larger Θ. For example, though our recurrent policy was able
to assist four of the human policies, it became apparent early on that POMCP was only able to
improve on the WSLS policy, and in fact lead to worse performance on the other four policies.
As a result, we focused most of our experimentation on the learned recurrent policy. We report
the average performance of each of the human policies, with and without the assistance of the
recurrent network, in Table 1. Interestingly, the best performing Gittins index policy actually
matches the performance of the optimal policy found via dynamic programming without any
assistance, while the knowledge-gradient policy is able to achieve near-optimal performance with
the help of the appropriately trained recurrent policy.
As the bandit environment also more actions than the Tea or Coffee environment, and more
human policies are considered, we will not provide example trajectories. However, we also noted
interesting behaviors in our learned policies; for example, when trained against the Win-StayLose-Shift policy, we found that our agent learned to use the agent’s reactions as a direct proxy
for the reward signal. When we trained an agent against the Gittins Index policy, we found that

No intervention
Recurrent Policy

ε-greedy
9.19 ± 3.51
9.42 ± 3.53

WSLS
8.48 ± 4.19
9.94 ± 3.43

KG
10.17 ± 3.35
10.25 ± 3.36

TS
9.24 ± 3.04
9.38 ± 3.30

GI (γ = .9)
10.25 ± 3.26
10.25 ± 3.28

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of cumulative rewards for different H policies
for the collaborative bandit problem, with and without intervention from a trained
recurrent policy. All results are evaluated over 100,000 games.
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Optimal
10.25 ± 3.27
N/A

(a) The optimal response to the optimal human
policy.

(b) Assisting an underexploring policy.

(c) Accounting for noise against a noisily rational
policy.

Figure 2: Visualizations of three trajectories taken by a learned recurrent policy
against each of the three human models we consider for the TeaOrCoffee game.
Actions available to R are colored in blue, while actions available to H are colored
in green, with actions that the agents are more likely to take in darker colors.
The numbers represents the probability the policy will take the action at the given
timestep. The action actually taken has a bolded border.
In each of these examples, θ = 0, that is, the human has a preference for Coffee. We
show only the first five timesteps of the fifteen-round interaction between H and R,
as the behavior of our learned R on the remaining ten rounds are quite similar to
its behavior on t = 4 and t = 5.
In (a), the robot is interacting with the optimal human policy. In this case, it has
learned to offer the optimal response of arbitrarily choosing one of the two beverages
and making them, allowing the human to reveal their preference, then making the
human’s preferred beverage from then on.
In (b), the robot interacts with an underexploring human policy. Here, it has learned
to force the human to explore, creating both of the beverages before allowing the
human to make a beverage.
In (c), the robot interacts with a nosily rational policy. Because of the noise, the
robot waits for two timesteps before taking over from the human.
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Tested Against
ε-greedy
WSLS
KG
TS
GI

ε-greedy
9.42 ± 3.53
9.45 ± 3.43
10.13 ± 3.23
9.33 ± 3.07
10.08 ± 3.24

Trained
WSLS
9.21 ± 3.70
9.94 ± 3.43
10.17 ± 3.36
9.36 ± 3.28
9.96 ± 3.44

Against
KG
9.18 ± 3.61
9.57 ± 3.49
10.25 ± 3.28
9.26 ± 3.09
10.23 ± 3.26

TS
8.99 ± 3.94
9.95 ± 3.36
10.11 ± 3.30
9.38 ± 3.30
10.25 ± 3.26

Table 2: The mean and standard deviation of recurrent policies for R trained against
the (suboptimal) human policy and tested against another human policy, for the
collaborative bandit problem. All policies are evaluated over 100, 000 games. Note
that in general, the Knowledge Gradient and Gittins Index policies perform decently
well regardless of what recurrent policy assists it, but performance can be much worse
when the robot is trained against one suboptimal policy and tested against another.
it learned the policy of almost always not intervening.
We also considered the problem of robustness to human model misspecification in table 2,
where we plot the performance of each of our five human policies when assisted by recurrent
policy trained against the four suboptimal human policies. (We omit the recurrent policy trained
against the Gittins Index policy, which learns to never intervene.) Here, we that note that
unsurprisingly, the best performing recurrent policies are generally the ones trained against the
correct model, though in more than half of the cases, the resulting human-recurrent policy pair
still outperforms the human policy with no intervention.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

As artificial agents become increasingly adept at optimizing for their objective functions, it becomes more important to develop frameworks and algorithms that allow us to construct agents
whose reward signal is more precisely aligned with human interests. In this work, we extend
existing frameworks to naturally capture the problem that humans may not know their own
reward function a priori. By framing problems in this framework, we are both able to study
sub-problems in value alignment and also create algorithms that allow for better collaboration
with humans, even without access to the reward signal.
One potential area of work that we find exciting is the design of policy optimization algorithms that take advantage of the structure of CRL games. For example, we find it plausible
that recent work in reinforcement learning with sparse rewards [35, 36] can be extended to more
efficiently solve CRL games with fewer training examples or more robustness.
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